
E-Suite Discovery Offerings

Discovery Offerings

Fast, cost-effective findings and recommendations

Seasoned Cyber Security and 
Digital Transformation Experts

Efficient and tested tools Quick and impactful results, 

tailored to your organization

Consultancy

+ =

Technology Best of two worlds

Endpoint protection Mitigate exposures, threats, and malware 

E-mail protection Prevent phishing and end user exploits   

Identity

Cloud Migration 

& Optimization

Do you know who is accessing your sensitive data?

Do you know which user accounts have been compromised?

Move fast and achieve impactful results for the entire organization

We provide valuable and uniquely tailored findings for IT and Business decision makers

Contact: edo@synergyadvisors.biz https://synergyadvisors.biz/edo

Security

Data at rest Discover and protect sensitive data

Data in transit Prevent data loss by acting in real time
Compliance

Identity Protection Avoid stolen credentials and identity threats

Identity Governance Grant the right people access to the right resources

Do you know how, when, and where your resources are being accessed?

End-to-end digital transformation migration assistance for:

- Optimized Collaboration using Microsoft 365
- Modern infrastructure using Azure 

What is your current on-premises uptime and software update cycle?

https://synergyadvisors.biz/edo
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Discovery Offerings Security

E-Mail Protection

2M
Phishing links are created and sent via 

email each month

E-Mail is your most common vector for attack. 
An end-to-end view of your e-mail activity, 
risks, and configuration is fundamental to 

understand and mitigate threats.

Malware, spam, and sophisticated phishing attacks are rising rapidly, but how can you effectively reduce 

these risks knowing that, no matter how hard you try, as people come and go, you will have exposure to 

human mistakes? 

We can help you quickly understand how to optimize your antispam and anti-malware 

controls to protect against complex attacks, via the latest protection technologies

Phishing

The most used and 

dangerous vector attack. 

1.9B blocked last year

Malware

Even PDF’s may contain 

malware

Spam

Sand trap for productivity

68% 
Of IT professionals found that the frequency of 

endpoint attacks had increased since the 

previous before.

Ponemon Global Encryption trends 2021

Endpoint Protection

Provide end-to-end protection for your devices 

with a multi-layered strategy, including user 

involvement, to significantly increase endpoint 

security

Endpoint management and security has gone beyond your network and dealing with sophisticated cyber 

threats presents quite a challenge. Informing IT and cyber security about potentially compromised devices 

is not enough; educating and alerting end users once a potential issue occurs is critical.

We can help you simplify your end-to-end device health strategy and engage your 

end users to reduce help desk calls while strengthening your security posture

Notify users

A user who does not 

know if their devices are 

compromised is a risk 

vector

Empower users

Educated end users can take 

the right action at the right 

time, saving help desk 

resources

Involve users

Every user needs to be a 

brick in the firewall

Contact: edo@synergyadvisors.biz https://synergyadvisors.biz/edo

Microsoft Digital Defense Report 2020

https://synergyadvisors.biz/e-suite-discovery-offerings/?Identity&governance
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Discovery Offerings Compliance

2700 files
Exfiltrated by former employee of Hardwire LLC 

protective armor company. With the stolen 

information, he wins a multi-million dollar

contract.

Maryland Court

Discovering what type of data, where it is 

located, and who accesses it in your 

organization is the most effective first step to 

develop a protection and mitigation strategy.

Even at rest, your data is dynamic with multiple servers and locations, multiple access vectors and actors, 

multiple copies of the data, and multiple administrators. Keeping control is complex.

We can help you build an inventory and analysis of your data at rest to establish a 

data protection and mitigation plan

Content Type 

Discover what kind of 

sensitive information you 

have and where it is.

Access

Understand who is accessing 

your sensitive information 

and in what way.

How to protect

High-level action plan 

to optimize your 

security controls.

8000
Sensitive files were exfiltrated by a General 

Electric employee in 2020.

FBI

Data in transit

Secure collaboration is vital for the success and 

growth of the business. Understanding the flow 

of data in real time, classifying, and prioritizing 

enables IT and the business to react quickly.

Over the past two years, the number of accidental data loss and deliberate data exfiltration 

incidents by negligent or disgruntled employees and contractors increased by 47%.

We can help you validate your existing data usage and controls while educating users 

about how to protect your business information

Data at rest

Educated users

Empower users to 
better protect your 
information.

Involved managers

Involve business owners 
in the resolution of high-
priority incidents.

Agile alerts and flows 

Modern alerts and 
notifications about a 
potential data breach. 

Contact: edo@synergyadvisors.biz https://synergyadvisors.biz/edo

https://synergyadvisors.biz/e-suite-discovery-offerings/?Identity&governance
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Identity Protection

5.2M hotel guests’ 

data was stolen using login credentials 

of two Marriott employees in the past 

year. 

The use of artificial intelligence, together with 

other risk meters, mitigates the effects of 

credential theft and other attacks. We 

accelerate rapid reaction and engagement by 

involving the end user and the organization in 

potential risks.

We can help you review your end-to-end identity protection story, across both cloud 

and on-premises

Risk-based security

Access decisions based on 

machine learning.

Notify users

Security risk and threat 

notifications.

360-view for users

Inform the user about 

identity risk events

1000
Twitter employee accounts with 

privileges to update user accounts were 

linked to the 2020 hack 

Identity Governance

Maintain secure and up-to-date access to systems 

for internal employees, contractors, and partners. 

Managing end-to-end identity and access is a must today, across both partners and internal 

employees.

One of the most critical vector attacks and potential risks comes from access granted to vendors 

and other external users via Business to Business (B2B) scenarios.

We can help you enable an agile way to manage access to different business 

applications and resources in your organization

End user

Improved user 

experience for self 

service access.

Revoke access

Flow to ensure that 

permits are kept 

current

Approver

Efficient and timely 

way to provide 

access to users.

Contact: edo@synergyadvisors.biz https://synergyadvisors.biz/edo

Marriott International

https://synergyadvisors.biz/e-suite-discovery-offerings/?Identity&governance
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Contact: edo@synergyadvisors.biz https://synergyadvisors.biz/edo

Time

What is in scope?

How does E-Suite make the difference?

Review Install and Process Findings and action plan

A security expert will

review your needs and 
environment

E-Suite and Microsoft tools 

No premium licenses required
Your information never leaves your tenant

After review, we leave you with 

the reports and an action plan, 

customized to your insights

Total Time: 1-2 weeks. 

Findings and expert analysis

Required client time: ~8-16hs across four meetings

Analytics Data Governance Optimized Operations
End-to-end analytics 

for the enterprise
Integrated information

collaboration lifecycle

Intelligent alerting and 

notification services

Give your organization the power to discover, govern, protect, and report on your most 

sensitive information across Microsoft 365 services. E-Suite is a collection of four services,      

E-Visor, E-Cryptor, E-Inspector and E-Vigilant designed to help you discover, audit, and 

govern your most sensitive information and resources.

https://synergyadvisors.biz/e-suite-discovery-offerings/?Identity&governance

